leveraging a virtual
datacenter for compliant

infrastructure

on demand
Deploying to the iland cloud enabled netexperts and its

customer GxPi to save money, time and GxPi’s client.

an exclusive case study from iland

GxPi case study
Documentation:
a critical tool for ensuring
GxP adherence

relies heavily on information

Central to the GxPs are:

The Life Sciences industry

technology and documentation
to support its processes.
Throughout the life cycle of a
medicinal product, constant
surveillance is undertaken by
the regulatory bodies and they
require numerous and varied
documents to be submitted to
support the license of a given
product. In fact the position
of the US FDA, as well as
most international regulatory
written down, it didn’t happen!’

Accountability: the ability to determine who
contributed what to the process and when
Control: systems should be managed in a
known and controlled state and any changes
to that state must be risk assessed and
documented
For a medicinal product to be developed and
manufactured in a GxP compliant manner,
there are a number of specific IT practices
that must be adhered to. Computer systems
and infrastructure, the applications running
on them and the stored data generated from
the development, manufacture and sale of
regulated products must comply with a set of
predicate rules concerning the qualification and
validation. These pre-requisites must be met
and documented in order to obtain and maintain
the Regulatory License for that product, and
this is constantly audited and examined by
the Regulators.
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agencies, is that ‘if it’s not

Traceability: the ability to reconstruct the
development and manufacturing history of
a product
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is highly complicated and

FDA licenses of medicinal products can take
many years to obtain. Bringing a product
to market requires stringent and recorded
compliance with Good Practice, quality
guidelines and regulations. These quality
guidelines ensure a product is safe and is
effective for its intended use. The generic
term for these guidelines and regulations are
the GxPs.
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about GxPi
UK-based GxPi is a ten-year veteran of working in GxP
compliance, providing products and services that simplify
compliance with the regulatory requirements within the Life
impact compliance consulting services around the GxPs (GMP,
GLP, GCP, GDP and GAMP®), qualified person (QP), quality
assurance (QA), and validation services. GxPi’s solutions
arm provides electronic Document Management (EDMS),
compliance Training, and electronic Content Management
solutions on its x-docs™ product on a SharePoint platform.

the challenge
everything GxPi was hosting at the VM level. The
proof of concept test had proved very successful
and following a number of discussions with
netexperts and iland, GxPi realized that both
companies had a real grasp on the differentiating
factors of cloud services that were needed to be
successful for regulated Life Science customers.
GxPi provided images of the existing machines
on a hard drive to netexperts who converted
them to OVF format and uploaded them to the
cloud leveraging iland Cloud Services so that
all the machines had the ability to talk to each
other. netexperts opened up access so the
client could set up passwords for GxPi without
GxPi knowing user passwords. Each file server
was copied and left in the cloud to create a
baseline (so GxPi could revert to a known state
if necessary after different types of testing
had been completed). GxPi was able to open
up firewall ports and control the environment
themselves. By leveraging the iland Cloud
Services environment, GxPi was able to replicate
the exact errors its client was getting so it could
solve the problems.
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The challenge GxPi was facing was with one of
its Life Sciences clients. After several months of
testing at GxPi and user acceptance testing by
the client, the client had gone live with GxPi’s,
x-docs™ product, but had encountered a
severe issue almost immediately. Neither GxPi
(in its test lab) nor the client could reproduce
the problem on a consistent basis and both
were finding it impossible to isolate the cause.
As everyone in the scientific world knows, in
order to eliminate issues caused by variables in
different environments, it is necessary to create
exactly the same conditions when replicating
an environment. GxPi could not work in the
live environment at the client’s site because of
compliance issues. So, after weeks of being
unable to replicate the problem, the company
turned to netexperts and its partnership with
iland. They utilised iland Cloud Services™,
which is built on VMware vCloud™ technology,
to completely replicate the client environment.
netexperts is an IT Support Company focused
on regulated companies and had been working
with iland on a Proof of Concept environment
to determine how easy it would be to replicate
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Sciences sector. GxPi’s services arm delivers high value, high
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the challenge
Keith Williams is CEO at GxPi. Was he concerned about moving from a physical to a virtual
environment? “Absolutely”, he states “we had to get used to not having a physical set of
boxes we could see and touch. There was also the fact that someone else would be managing
the quality of our infrastructure rather than us; and then of course there was the security
netexperts had already audited iland’s processes and procedures and the Cloud Services
helped us solve a significant problem for one of our customers very quickly. Our initial concerns
about moving to the cloud turned out to be unfounded.”

The implementation of a proof of concept pilot had given
netexperts and GxPi the learning experience necessary for
the deployment. netexperts was able to take the server set
and replicate a complicated server set up and application
layer very quickly. GxPi predicts that in the future it could fully
replicate any of its customer’s environments within 24 hours.
“What was also important to us was the fact that we paid only
for resources used during provisioning and testing in the iland
cloud which really expedited our position in the cloud space,”

adds Williams.
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issue – how secure would the cloud be? But when it came down to it, we couldn’t be happier.
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benefits
Jon Poyzer, Technical Manager
at GxPi commented on the
benefits gained from deploying
clients go live they need
a test system and there’s
always going to be the
possibility that they’ll need
a machine to replicate their
entire environment. The iland
virtual environment speeds
up testing and checking and
enables scalability at low
cost because it uses virtual
not physical machines.”

GxPi could have continued to spend more
time and resources on the issue without effect;
it could have duplicated the client’s physical
servers and brought them in-house to try to
replicate the client’s environment, but this
would have been excessively expensive and
not guaranteed to work; if the fix had not been
made GxPi could have lost its client altogether,
but by turning to netexperts and deploying to the
iland cloud to reproduce the exact environment
including the problems the client was having, it
saved money, time and kept its customer.
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iland Cloud Services enabled netexperts
to leverage a virtual data centre and gave
the company complete control over the
provisioning, scaling, access and login controls
so it could create secure environments based
on customers’ needs rather than deploying
defined “instances” like many cloud providers.

iland Cloud Services has enabled netexperts
to gain an overnight global presence. For
customers wanting to avoid expensive IT
infrastructure and management, netexperts
can manage the IT support remotely using
iland’s best in class cloud infrastructure giving
netexperts the flexibility to build a virtual data
centre on a customer or departmental basis. It
also gives it the opportunity to build, protect,
change and grow its cloud environment and this
is particularly important to netexperts’ regulated
customers, like GxPi, who have to be confident
that the environment and suppliers are properly
qualified.
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to the iland cloud, “Before

“We were happy to find iland shares a common
security model with VMware that is specific to
its cloud services environment and were equally
impressed by iland’s understanding of the
compliance and qualification requirements of our
customers” commented Williams.
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planning for the future

In a competitive Life Sciences market, speed
to market, flexible billing options for temporary
capacity demands, significant reduction
in capital and operational expenses and

compressed deployment times all add up to a
highly attractive proposition to these companies
who, at the same time, are freed from the
infrastructure headaches they otherwise would
have to manage. GxPi regards the iland Cloud
Services solution as ideal for Life Sciences
companies to use as research and development
environments and as confidence grows,
they can start to use the Cloud services for
production environments.
GxPi plans to use the cloud environment
in other functional areas such as training
and demonstrations. It can use the cloud to
simulate a training environment and scale up
as necessary. It also plans to build sandboxes
in the iland cloud environment and be able to
spin up machines as needed. So the company
is planning to use the same iland cloud
infrastructure for its own testing, demoing and
training as well as leverage it for customers that
prefer a hosted x-docs™ product.

“There is a rigid process for qualifying an infrastructure stack.
But imagine the time and costs that can be saved if I can do
that once, document it and then have a qualified and validated
template so I don’t have to go through it every time for my Life
Sciences customers?”
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GxPi currently provides x-docs™ as either a
hosted or on-premise installation depending on
its customers’ preferences. GxPi would like to
get out of the infrastructure business altogether
and focus its resources totally on great services
and building and maintaining better software. By
leveraging iland cloud infrastructure GxPi is able
to use the same qualified infrastructure stack
for development, testing, integration, training,
and demonstrations, as it does for hosting its
production customers. As Williams comments,
“There is a rigid process for qualifying an
infrastructure stack. But imagine the time and
costs that can be saved if I can do that once,
document it and then have a qualified and
validated template so I don’t have to go through
it every time for my Life Sciences customers?”
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compliant infrastructure on demand

About iland

About iland Cloud Services™

iland Internet Solutions, VMware’s Service
Provider Partner of the Year for the Americas,
provides hosted cloud infrastructure services
in North America and Europe that enable
customers to leverage enterprise class
infrastructure in the form of virtual datacenters
with flexible billing and capacity models.
Solutions include secure hosted environments
for virtual servers and desktops, test and
development, cloud-based disaster recovery,
and hybrid cloud services to maximize the value
of existing VMware based environments.

iland Cloud Services™ is based on VMware’s
industry leading vSphere and vCloud Director
technologies providing organizations with a
familiar and trusted environment with common
management, performance, automation and a
robust and proven security model. iland Cloud
Services are architected on enterprise class
servers, storage, switching and tier 1 low-latency
connectivity all housed within fully redundant
ISO and SSAE 16 certified data centres in North
America and Europe.

Clearly, netexperts sees this as the future of
compliant infrastructure on demand and feels
that with iland it has found the right partner to
deliver that future.

For more information, visit www.iland.com.

iland.com | North America +800.697.7088 Europe +44 (0) 20.7096.0149
iland, the iland logo, and all other iland product or service names are registered trademarks or trademarks of iland Internet Solutions.
All other registered trademarks or trademarks belong to their respective companies. ©2011 iland. All rights reserved.
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environment in hours, compared to before
where a cumbersome financial, procurement,
physical installation and configuration process
may have taken months. Hardware sizing can be
done dynamically in this virtual environment to
make the end production hardware investment
a known quantity instead of relying on vendor
recommendations and over specifying to
compensate for guesswork. Compliant
documentation can be developed virtually (IQ/
OQ/test scripts for example) and then used in
the physical production environment. Software
vendors and application management suppliers
can access the infrastructure remotely without
travel hindrances and users can test from their
desk for application testing. If a project is put on
hold, the environment can also be put on hold;
if a project is stopped, the environment can be
shut down with no hardware to then dispose of.
It just makes sense.”
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netexperts plans to use the cloud environment
to provide discrete solutions for life sciences
clients of all sizes who need to replicate
environments for troubleshooting purposes as
above. In addition, it plans to use this approach
to provide project support for life sciences
clients who need infrastructure for a finite period
of time, for example lab notebook deployment
projects (where purchasing and creating
compliant infrastructure for vendor evaluation,
environment configuration and testing is
cumbersome using traditional methodology,
and often leaves the client with redundant
hardware at the end of the project). This
approach is also perfectly suited for software
development projects where infrastructure
may need to be created or shut down rapidly,
scaled up or down to appropriately size the
end production environment, perform IQ/OQ
readiness checks, etc. without capital expense
and in a compliant manner. Adrian Charles,
Managing Director of netexperts commented
“The possibilities are endless. Imagine a
major life sciences client with a software
development project being able to create an
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